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Phenotypic models of development:

Can evolution alone predict the phenotypic properties of genetic 
networks (common to phyla)?

      Phenotypic evolution (19th C Darwinism) by positive selection
      Implications:  
            What we see is what evolved quickly, survival of the fleetist.
            Phenotypic evolution convergent (molecular implementation contingent)

 Development happens in time, progressive refinement of pattern
       (genomes + ChIP-seq, RNA-seq tells us nothing about morphogenesis) 

‘Geometry’ (& bifurcations) of dynamical systems define the 
phenotypic models
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Setup

Non problems:
    All systems small; no issue of complexity with ‘N’. 
    No biological reason to insist learn all members of concept class.

Fitness:
     Formulated as quality of pattern, case by case, not reproductive fitness 

  Evolve features common to phyla, not particular species.

Representation: 
 Dynamical systems made from interaction of pseudo-biochem parts.
 Impose simple dynamics i.e., Morse-Smale
 Change network & parameters, only neutral and fitness incr. changes.
 Time evolve network + boundary conditions, at T=∞, evaluate fitness.

Problems:
     How much does the fitness matter?

 Mutation rates matter? (alleviated if dominated by positive selection)

Ex: Nilsson&Pelger 1994, “~Evolution eye”  Quant Genetics (Barton).
     Fitness= acuity via physical optics, shape and refractive index change,
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Fitness for embryonic patterning (1)
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Body axes Cartesian: AP x DV

Development via pattern refinement

     Selector gene hypothesis:
Define compartments/segments,
tracks cell lineage, cell autonomous

‘Morphology’ -> network that 
positions the selector genes
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Methods

Interactions either activate & add, or repress & multiply 

eg A auto-activates, repressed by R1 R2   (dropping csts), G(time)

G A

R1R2

Ȧ = max(G(t),
An1

1 + An1
)

1
1 + Rn2

1

1
1 + Rn3

2

�A

Evolve gene networks via mutation-selection of both network topology, 
parameters, and ‘outputs’  (from which fitness calculated)
(~ simulated annealing, no recombination... CP)

Embryo a line of ‘cells’

Network functions identically in all cells, which differ only in exposure to 
morphogen G (external protein whose spacial profile determines fate), 
no direct cell-cell communication in example here.

= max(activators) *∏(repressors) - degradation 
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Fitness for embryonic patterning (1Dim)

Require for fitness:

1. Assign a number to any collection of selector genes Ci(x)

2. Max. diversity... many selector genes expressed in embryo

3. Min. diversity for given x... (unique fate)

4. Smooth function that rewards a little bit of pattern
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Fitness as mutual entropy:

P(i | x) = Ci(x) / ∑i Ci(x)  (only relative concentrations matter)
P(x) = 1/L    (uniform probability on cells)
P(i,x) = P(x)*P(i | x)

Fitness favors:
1. ‘Max. diversity’ -> Max entropy, S1, of P(i): (-∑i P(i) Log(P(i) )
2. ‘Min. diversity given x’ -> Min entropy, S2 of P(i | x):

How to combine 2 terms?
3. Assume gene duplication neutral ->
      ‘fitness’ = -S1 + S2 = - mutual information (i, x).  Ci <=> x
       (best fitness ~ free energy is most negative)

For N selector genes fitness ≥ -log(N).  
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Mutual entropy fitness

F=-log 1.5

F=-log 2

F=-log 3

F=-log 2.3
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Networks for static ‘morphogen’

Morp On->Off Fitness(generation)

- ln(7)

Morpho

Network
gene

Selector

activate
repress

Final pattern, selectori(x)

Final network
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Time (development) dynamics in evolved 
static morphogen network

Morpho

Network
gene

Selector
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Properties of Networks static gradient

activate
repress

Networks ‘cell autonomous’ (no communication between 
cells)->  morphogen defines cell position.

Morphogen disappears -> multi-stability -> sharp boundaries 
& only need repression between ~adjacent domains

Multi-stability -> order of gene expression matters & numbers 
determine final state.

Morphogen sets anterior boundaries, repression sets posterior 
boundaries -> statistical char. of evolved networks.Morpho

Network
gene

Selector
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Topology ≠ functionSUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 11

Figure S 1. Network evolved under control of static gradient, Posterior
Index : 5, Anterior Index : 0, Fitness : �1.54 ⇥ � log(4.7)

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 13

Figure S 3. Network evolved under control of static gradient, Posterior
Index : 8, Anterior Index : 2, Fitness :�1.62 ⇥ � log(5.1)

14 PAUL FRANÇOIS, ERIC SIGGIA

Figure S 4. Network evolved under control of static gradient, Posterior
Index : 8, Anterior Index : 2, Fitness :�1.7 ⇥ � log(5.47)

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 15

Figure S 5. Network evolved under control of static gradient, Posterior
Index : 13, Anterior Index : 1, Fitness :�1.79 ⇥ � log(6)

12 PAUL FRANÇOIS, ERIC SIGGIA

Figure S 2. Network evolved under control of static gradient, Posterior
Index : 5, Anterior Index : 1, Fitness :�1.3 ⇥ � log(3.7)
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Anterior-Posterior patterning 

Hox genes conserved in 
bilaterians 

Define coarse AP coordinates

Cellular “Zip code” controls 
master regulatory genes

Biochem of regulation very 
complex, but simple 
phenomenology
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Mouse vertebrae reflect Hox territories

to five fused caudal vertebrae,whichmake up the specialized coccyx compared
to approximately 30 caudal vertebrae that make up the tail in mice.

2.2. Hox expression

The earliest indication that vertebrate Hox genes might play a role in verte-
brate axial patterningwas obtained by in situ hybridization analyses.Hox genes
are expressed from 30 to 50 in the clusters, with the earliest genes expressed in
the posterior primitive streak at late streak stages, and more 50 genes expressed
at progressively later stages (Dressler and Gruss, 1989; Duboule and Dolle,
1989; Gaunt, 1991; Gaunt and Strachan, 1996; Gaunt et al., 1986, 1990;
Graham et al., 1989; Izpisua-Belmonte et al., 1991). This temporal control of
Hox expression onset, coupled with growth and elongation of the embryo,
results in spatially graded anterior boundaries of expression where 30 genes
(Hox1 andHox2) display anterior expression limits in the hindbrain region of
the embryo and increasingly 50 genes demonstrate increasingly posterior limits

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

Cd7 Cd6 Cd5 Cd4 Cd3 Cd2 Cd1 S4 S3 S2

C6 C7 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6

T7

T8

T9

T10
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T13

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

S1

Figure 9.2 A lateral view of an E18.5 mouse skeleton stained with Alcian blue and
alizarin red; anterior to the left, posterior to the right. Circumferentially around the
edges of the panel, the individual vertebral elements are pictures, beginning with the
first cervical vertebra, the atlas, in the top, left side with the elements in order,
clockwise. C, cervical, T, thoracic, L, lumbar, S, sacral and Cd, caudal; numbers
reflect their position in the skeleton. (Only 7 of the approximately 30 caudal vertebrae
are shown).

Hox Genes and Vertebrate Axial Pattern 261

DM Wellik 2009
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Phenomenology of Hox expression

1.Spacial colinearity: 3’ to 5’ genome order follows A to P expr.
2.Temporal colinearity: (vertebrates) temporal order follows A to P
3.Posterior prevalence rule:  most posterior Hox gene imposes fate 
on all anterior genes

Hox mutation haltere->wing

Hox3
mutate
Hox1

wing
wing

wing = (1 AND NOT(2,3..))
haltere = (2 AND NOT(3,..))

Hox3
Hox2
Hox1

wing
haltere

Hox expression A to P
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Xenopus development (2)

1.2mm egg, 7hrs stage 9 4000+ cells; 17hrs stage 15; 40hrs stage 32 @23C
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Gastrulation of Xenopus

1.2mm egg

5 hrs fertilization to Movie0
4000+ cells

17hrs @23C Movie

Anterior

Posterior

Dorsal view
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 Model ‘patterning during growth’ 
as sliding morphogen that marks 
boundary between growth zone 
and patterned tissue.

Patterning a field of cells : AP growth

‘organizer’ is point where 
converging equator -> extending AP

morphogen step ~ organizer

“Anterior” “Posterior”

Hox expression marked as colors.
Temporal sequence of expression 
on equator->spacial domains AP

Wacher 2004
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Sliding morphogen (2)

Time development of final evolved network

only triangles
enter fitness

Morphogen
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Temporal colinearity

Temporal colinearity: Hox(time) fixed posterior cell --> 
Anterior-Posterior progression
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Anterior Homeotic Mutation (2)
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Properties of Networks with Sliding Gradient

Hox phenomenology: temporal colinearity, anterior homeotic mutation

Recall static morphogen:  anterior boundaries positioned from morphogen.  
Analogue for sliding gradient?

Position == time exposed to morphogen:
‘Timer’ gene 3 converts time in morphogen to 
morphogen level + cell autonomy.   Static Morph 
<-> Sliding Morph.

Good for growth control, change all rates get 
same pattern (Deschamps etal timer ~ CAUDAL, 
CDX2)

Genes(time) 1 cell

Evolution of long from short germ band insects. 
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Phylogeny of short (seq) and long germ insects
(seq ~ vertebrates, pattern during growth)

AD Peel, Phil. Trans. R. Soc 2008

Short to long germ: timer gene -> static morphogen. Down stream network 
invariant

Insect evolution focuses on segmentation, but Hox supplies identity.
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Other systems evolved:

• Clocks and bistable systems:  (Francois & Hakim PNAS 2004)

• Somitogenesis (eg vertebrae): (Francois, Hakim, ES Mol.Sys.Bio. 2007)

• Adaptation to temporal signal (Francois & ES, Phys.Bio. 2008)

• AP-Hox patterning (Francois & ES, Development 2010)

• Temperature compensated clocks that entrain (Francois & ES, PLoS Comp Bio)

• Networks that take a spatial derivative of transient morphogen

• Fit genes to topology (Corson & ES PNAS 2012)

A few other applications in brief
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T Cell Activation

T cell receptors will respond to a few molecules of agonist and ignore a 
> 104 higher concentration of ‘self’ proteins, based on a 3-4x slower off 
rate from the receptor. (Kinetic proof reading will not explain this).

Model of phosphorylation cascade + self activated kinase/phosphatase 
can: (Altan-Bonnet & Germain PLoS Bio 2005)

System also evolved by Lalanne & Francois PRL 2013 (see also Francois 
etal PNAS 2013)

Output/activate
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Optimal decision theory (Explore-Exploit)

1. Given a stream of data from distribution A or B, what is minimum 
average decision time to identify the source for a given error rate, and what 
is the algorithm that realizes it?? (Wald 1945)

2. A stream of data changes from type A to type B at an unknown time T. 
What is the minimum average time lag in detecting the change point, for a 
prescribed false positive rate??

Plausible constraint on sensory systems, from cells in an embryo to higher 
cognition, decision speed matters.

Refs: 
Neural MN Shadlen ~2006
Cellular, Kobayashi 2010;  
     Vergassola & EDS 2013, Simple biochemical networks can optimally 
solve 1 & 2    and the parameters fit via local search.
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‘Saddle points’ or last common ancestor
(or how to turn a fly into a mosquito)

© 2005 Nature Publishing Group 

 

Segment polarity genes (phylotypic stage)

Hox genes

Pair-rule genes

Gap genes

Maternal determinants

GERM BAND
In an arthropod embryo, this is 
the differentiated portion, 
which has a distinct anterior–
posterior axis, and is where the 
segmentation process takes 
place.

SEGMENT POLARITY GENES
A group of genes that define 
different parts of each 
segmental repeat. When 
segment polarity genes are 
mutated the normal number of 
segments is formed, but these 
show internal pattern 
replication and polarity 
reversals.

PARASEGMENT
The initial segmental unit that 
is formed during the 
segmentation process. The final 
segment boundaries lie in the 
middle of the parasegments.

HOLOMETABOLOUS
Insects for which the life cycle 
includes distinct larvae, pupae 
and (usually) winged adults.

SYNCYTIUM
A population of nuclei that are 
not separated by cell 
membranes. It is typical of the 
developing blastoderm in 
Drosophila melanogaster.

SHORT GERM
A mode of insect development 
in which anterior segments are 
patterned in the blastoderm, 
with posterior segments 
forming sequentially from a 
cellularized growth zone after 
gastrulation.

HEMIMETABOLOUS
Insects for which the life cycle 
includes several larval stages, 
ending in a sexually mature, 
winged adult, without going 
through a pupal stage.

A segmented body plan
A segmented body plan is a defining characteristic of 
the arthropods, and is almost certainly a trait that was 
ancestral to the whole phylum. All arthropod embryos 
pass through a segmented GERMBAND stage that, at the 
morphological level at least, seems to be remarkably 
conserved, and has been referred to as the ‘phylotypic 
stage’12. Embryonic events either side of this stage are 
much less conserved, presumably as a result of direc-
tional selection for divergent life histories. Interestingly, 
the segmentation genes that function at the bottom 
of the D. melanogaster segmentation cascade, just 
before and during the phylotypic stage, seem to be 
conserved across the arthropods (FIG. 1). These genes 
— which include homologues of the D. melanogaster 
SEGMENT POLARITY GENES engrailed (en), wingless (wg) and 
hedgehog (hh), and encode proteins that have a range 
of functions — establish definitive segment (or, to be 
precise, PARASEGMENT13 BOX 1) boundaries. They show 
similar patterns of expression in diverse arthropods14–21 
and constitute an evolutionarily conserved regulatory 
cassette22,23. Exactly why the segment polarity genes are 
so conserved has been the subject of some debate15,21.

Divergent embryology before the phylotypic 
stage indicates that the genetic networks that func-
tion towards the top of the segmentation cascade in 
D. melanogaster might be much less conserved. In 
particular, the syncytial context of segmentation in 
D. melanogaster is a derived characteristic that is 
shared with only some other groups among the higher 
(HOLOMETABOLOUS) insects. Most arthropods do not pat-
tern all of their segments while the embryo is still a 
SYNCYTIUM BOXES 1,2, which raises the question as to 
whether local transcription factor gradients could be 
operating as they do in D. melanogaster.

Most arthropods pattern their posterior segments 
sequentially from a cellularized growth zone BOX 2, a 
trait that is thought to be primitive to the arthropods24. 
In this review, species in which segmentation occurs by 
sequential addition from a posterior growth zone are 
referred to as ‘sequentially segmenting’ arthropods, but 
it is important to note that these species show signifi-
cant embryonic differences in relation to one another, 
as well as to D. melanogaster BOX 2. The term ‘SHORT 

GERM’, which is often used to describe such arthropods, 
is misleading when referring to those arthropods — 
such as the centipede Strigamia maritima — in which 
segments are generated from a large pool of cells, rather 
than a small embryonic primordium. Therefore, we 
prefer not to use it as a generalized term.

Much of the available data on segmentation mecha-
nisms relates to insects, but even among these, some 
groups are poorly represented. The more derived, holo-
metabolous insect orders are relatively well-sampled (data 
exist for 4 out of 11 orders), particularly with the devel-
opment of Tribolium castaneum as a powerful model for 
functional studies in Coleoptera (beetles)8,25,26. However, 
it is clear that even within this group there is a wide 
diversity of segmentation mechanisms, perhaps reach-
ing an extreme in the polyembryonic wasp Copidosoma 
floridanum27. The more basal, HEMIMETABOLOUS insects 

are represented by descriptive studies in just a handful 
of species, and by functional studies in just two — the 
orthopteran Gryllus bimaculatus28–30 (a cricket) and 
the hemipteran Oncopeltus fasciatus31–34 (the milkweed 
bug) (FIG. 2). The diversity of Crustacea has barely been 
sampled, and functional data are so far available only for 
the brine shrimp Artemia franciscana35.

The insects and crustaceans together — referred to 
as the Pancrustacea — are thought to constitute one of 
three principal monophyletic lineages within the arthro-
pods (the traditional view that insects and crustaceans 
form two closely allied but distinct monophyletic clades 
is not supported by molecular data)36,37. The other two 
main lineages are the chelicerates (represented here by 
studies of spiders2,3,14,38,39 and mites40) and the myriapods. 
Myriapods are no longer thought to be closely related 
to the insects, but instead are an ancient lineage in their 
own right37. They are represented here by studies on 
segmentation in centipedes17,41,42 and millipedes20.

How pancrustaceans, myriapods and chelicerates 
are related remains unclear, but the hope is that by 
encompassing appropriate representatives of all three 
of these clades (FIG. 2), comparative studies might reveal 
which aspects of the segmentation machinery represent 
ancestral characteristics of the arthropods.

Figure 1 | Conservation of the segmentation cascade 
in arthropods. The well-studied segmentation cascade 
of Drosophila melanogaster represents a derived 
mechanism compared with that of other arthropods. The 
degree of conservation of genes that function in successive 
steps of the segmentation cascade are represented by the 
width of the hourglass. The earliest stage of the cascade, 
axis determination by maternal gradients, has diverged 
significantly between arthropod groups. Gap-gene 
homologues can be found in all arthropods, but their function 
in segmentation is variable. Pair-rule patterning has been 
described in several arthropods, but it is not clear whether 
this is an ancestral feature or one that has evolved 
convergently. The best-conserved stage is the one in which 
segmental boundaries are defined by the interaction of 
segment polarity genes. The expression of these genes 
coincides with the so-called ‘phylotypic stage’ of arthropods 
— the segmented germ band12,21. Later on in the cascade, 
when axial identity is conferred by Hox genes, arthropod 
groups diverge again, with genes of the Hox family being 
expressed at different axial levels in different species.
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 F O C U S  O N  T H E  B O D Y  P L A N

Peel, Nat. Rev. Genet 2005

gap genes regulate eve. 
gap genes move, eve fixed and essential
Goltsev Dev. Bio. 2004

fly (dissected) moth beetle cricket grasshopper crayfish

Engrailed (and wg) mark segment boundaries 
N H Patel Development Suppl 201-207 1994

During cellularization, staining is reduced in posterior
regions and reappears near the anterior pole (Fig. 5c). This
broad and dynamic staining pattern is consistent with the
possibility that the Tailless repressor specifies the posterior
borders of one or more posterior eve stripes (see below).

Torso signaling was examined in the Anopheles embryo
in an effort to understand the basis for the expanded tailless
expression pattern. In Drosophila, tailless is activated by
the Torso signaling pathway (e.g., Cleghon et al., 1996),
which can be visualized with an antibody against diphospho
(dp)-ERK (Gabay et al., 1997; Schroder et al., 2000). The
antibody detects localized staining in the terminal regions of
early Drosophila embryos. A similar staining pattern is
detected in Anopheles, although staining may be somewhat
broader in Anopheles than Drosophila (Figs. 5d–f). It is
therefore conceivable that the expansion of the posterior
tailless expression pattern seen in Anopheles might be due
to an expanded activation of the Torso signaling pathway.

Double-labeling assays suggest distinctive strategies of
stripe formation

The combinations of gap repressors that define the
borders of eve stripes 2 to 7 are known in Drosophila
(summarized in Fig. 6f). Stripes 2 and 5 are formed by the

combination of Giant and Kruppel repressors, while
distinctive borders for stripes 3, 4, 6, and 7 are established
by the differential repression of the stripe 3/7 and stripe 4/6
enhancers in response to distinct concentrations of the
Hunchback and Knirps repressor gradients (Clyde et al.,
2003). Double-staining assays provide immediate insights
into the likely combination of gap repressors that are used
for any given stripe. For example, the giant and Kruppel
expression patterns abut the borders of eve stripes 2 and 5
(Fig. 6f). Double-staining assays were done to determine the
potential regulators of the Anopheles eve stripes (Fig. 6).
These experiments involved the use of digoxigenin-labeled
hunchback, Kruppel, knirps, and giant hybridization probes
along with an FITC-labeled eve probe. Different histochem-
ical substrates were used to separately visualize the two
patterns (Kosman and Small, 1997).

The anterior hunchback pattern extends through eve
stripe 2 and approaches the anterior border of stripe 3, while
the posterior pattern extends through stripes 6 and 7 (Figs.
6a, e). As discussed earlier (Fig. 4), this pattern is quite
distinct from the posterior hunchback pattern seen in
Drosophila, which abuts the posterior border of eve stripe
7. The anterior giant pattern extends from the anterior pole
to eve stripe 2 (Fig. 6b), while the posterior pattern abuts the
posterior border of eve stripe 7. In Drosophila, the posterior

Fig. 6. Colocalization assays. Cellularized Anopheles embryos are oriented with anterior to the left and dorsal up. They were stained with mixtures of an

FITC-labeled antisense RNA probe directed against eve (red) and a digoxigenin-labeled antisense RNA probe (blue) directed against hunchback (a,e), giant

(b), Kruppel (c), or knirps (d). The bracket in a indicates the limits of the posterior hunchback staining pattern, which encompasses eve stripes 6 and 7. The

posterior giant pattern (b) is restricted to the posterior pole rather than the presumptive abdomen as seen in Drosophila (e.g., Fig. 3k). (f) Summary of the

gap gene expression patterns in Drosophila (top) and Anopheles (bottom) based on double-staining assays. eve stripes 2 to 7 are represented by the cross-

hatched vertical bars, while the limits of the gap genes are indicated by the solid horizontal lines. Uncertainty in the exact limits of the gap patterns is

indicated by breaks in these lines. The anterior hunchback (hb) and giant (gt) expression patterns are similar in flies and mosquitoes, as are the limits of the

knirps (kni) pattern. The Kruppel (Kr) pattern may be somewhat narrower in mosquitoes than flies, while the posterior hunchback (hb) and giant (gt)

patterns are quite distinct in the two systems. The posterior hunchback (hb) pattern encompasses eve stripes 6 and 7 in Anopheles but abuts the posterior

border of eve stripe 7 in Drosophila. The posterior giant (gt) pattern abuts the posterior border of stripe 7 in Anopheles but encompasses stripe 6 in

Drosophila.

Y. Goltsev et al. / Developmental Biology 275 (2004) 435–446442

eve stripes

fly

mosquito

} gap 
genes
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(Brivanlou and Darnell 2002, Science)
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Are there any biophysical principles such as dynamical behavior that control where/when 
certain pathways used? Could evolution simulations define discrete dynamical types?

Signaling pathways involved in cell fate determination
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Characteristics of evolved models

• Close to dynamical system picture, evolve topology of flow, not genes -> 
visualize minimal parameter description (-> genes to be fit). Evolution as 
cascade of bifurcations.

•Network and parameters evolve together, de novo fitting of all parameters 
in final network could be hard.

• Networks work by sloppy confluence of opposing activities; with tuned 
rates; no time scale separation ≠ 19th C applied math.  BUT simple in that 
parameters follow by gradient search.

• Evolved models not obvious, like genetic screen

• Relevance to experiment, hi level (static <-> dynam morpho), lo level (fit 
parameters)

• 19th C Darwinism -> grad search, Useful engineering principle for specific 
systems.
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The End
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